Transformations for Interiors

Shelley Nordlund, owner
(253)693-8227
Shelley@TransformationsforInteriors.com
We convert ordinary spaces into extraordinary places.

Economy Consultation Small home: $300 Larger Home: $450
Our starting plan includes a 2 hour Feng Shui consultation service for a small home (under 1200
sq. ft.) or 3 hours for a larger home. When arriving at your designated location, I usually take
some time to familiarize myself with your neighborhood, as well as center myself and meditate
before coming to the door at the appointed time. You are then introduced to the Ba-gua and
shown how it’s laid on your home. During this introduction, an opportunity is provided for you
to clarify your desired outcomes for this consultation, and ask questions as well. Next, you are
asked to give a tour of your space, so that we can discuss each gua/area: family, wealth, health,
helpful people/travel, children, knowledge, reputation, career, and partnership. Suggestions or
“cures” are made for some of the guas, based on your needs and your home’s design. You may
choose to take notes, or record the session for playback at a later time. At the end of the
consultation, you are taught an ancient chant that is used as the meditation to receive blessings
for changes that we have discussed. You then provide the fee in 9 red envelopes.

Red Envelope Tradition:
The 9 red envelopes are a spiritual tradition in feng shui, as sacred and secret information is
being shared with you. While I can include a reproducible sample for a traditional envelope you
could use, any red envelopes may be used. You can 1.) divide the payment into the 9 red
envelopes, or 2.) use any other configuration that will allow some money (at least a penny) to
be placed in each envelope.

Efficiency Package

Small home: $400

Larger home: $550

Everything from the Economy Package is included plus a very detailed description of every cure
and every suggestion provided to you during the consult is sent to you within a week
afterwards. This way, you receive every cure provided during the consultation in writing. Many
times, an inspiration occurs during the night after a consult, so you benefit from this information
as well. Nine red envelopes include the fee. ($450-600 value)

Prestige Package

Small home: $650

Larger home: $850

All aspects of Efficiency Plan are included, and together, we actually begin moving pieces around
as needed: furniture, artwork, etc. in a four/five hour time period, the last two hours occurring
either at that time or later. Although I sell a few common cures such as crystals, needed cures
are ordered from our resources for your space.You will be charged cost in addition to my fee.
Nine red envelopes include the fee. ($750-1000- value)

Luxury Package: Call for a quote

All features contained in the Prestige Package, plus all cures and design changes needed in your
space will be installed, which will be directly related to your personalized cohesive interior
design plan. This could include demolition & construction, the purchase of new products or
furniture, or other design features such as lighting, appliances, artwork, etc. Fees are determined
by the breadth of the project, and agreed upon contractually by both parties prior to further
work. Nine red envelopes include a 50% deposit on the impending work. We guarantee a
satisfying experience resulting from living in your new space.

